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A Bit About Me
• UMD Aerospace Class of 2017
• Started full time at JPL in 2017
• Did 2 prior JPL internships summer 2015 & 2016

• Curiosity Mars rover flight operations
• Certified Rover Planner AKA Rover Driver
• Sampling Engineer developing new methods of drilling
rocks with Curiosity’s drill

• Perseverance Mars Rover mission
• Robotic arm systems engineer
• Will be a Rover Planner for Perseverance after landing

• In my free time:
• Licensed skydiver
• Maker/Electronics Hobbyist

Curiosity
• The Curiosity Mars rover landed on Mars in Gale Crater in
August of 2012
• Finds evidence of organic molecules on Mars by drilling
into rocks and analyzing the resulting powder
• Designed to last 1 Mars year (≈2 Earth Years)
• Still going strong 8 Earth years in
• Driven 23.5km, drilled 29 holes

Rover Driving
• Rover Planners write all the commands to drive and move the robotic arm
• Work closely with the science team to get good science while keeping the rover safe

Science team picks a target

Engineers plan the drive and
implement it as spacecraft commands

Curiosity drives on Mars!

Rover Driving
• And we throw in some fun extra things along the way
• Shown here: Curiosity’s selfies are actually 57 separate images stitched together

100x real time

Perseverance
• Perseverance, AKA Mars 2020, is the first step of
a Mars Sample Return mission concept
• Collect rock core samples and seal them in tubes
• Future lander+rocket mission would pick up samples

• Perseverance is carrying several tech demos:
• Make oxygen from Martian atmosphere
• Cameras to record audio and video of landing
• Ingenuity Mars helicopter

Launched in July 2020
Landing February 2021

Preparations for Landing
Doing final testing and practicing for ops in a variety of testbeds

Driving the Engineering Model rover Optimism
(Robotic Arm to be installed later)

Drilling at Mars temperature and pressure

In Conclusion
- On surface operations, Mars starts to feel less like
this unreachable place somewhere in the night sky
and more like a place where you’re taking a long hike
- As an engineer, it’s a unique place to operate a
spacecraft and also play with hardware in the
testbeds
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